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Figure 1: Using ZoomShop to edit a photograph [Tha16]. (a) An image of mountains (background) framed by trees (foreground). The user’s
goal is to make the boat bigger while keeping the framing of foreground trees. (b) Zooming in and cropping scales up the boat, but cuts out
most of the trees and shore. (c) Left: With ZoomShop users can select depth ranges (yellow and green) and independently adjust each region
while maintaining scene structure. Disoccluded and stretched pixels are shown in cyan. Right: Cyan pixels from image are manually inpainted
using Photoshop’s Content-Aware Fill. We show the top-down view volume and boundary curve of each camera above the corresponding
images in a, b, and c.

Abstract
We present ZoomShop, a photographic composition editing tool for adjusting relative size, position, and foreshortening of scene
elements. Given an image and corresponding depth map as input, ZoomShop combines a novel non-linear camera model and a
depth-aware image warp to reproject and deform the image. Users can isolate objects by selecting depth ranges and adjust their
scale and foreshortening, which controls the paths of the camera rays through the scene. Users can also select 2D image regions
and translate them, which determines the objective function in the image warp optimization. We demonstrate that ZoomShop
can be used to achieve useful compositional goals, such as making a distant object more prominent while preserving foreground
scenery, or making objects both larger and closer together so they still fit in the frame.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Graphics systems and interfaces; Image manipulation;

1. Introduction

An important task in photographic composition is to adjust relative
object sizes and positions. Consider Figure 1a, a photograph of a
boat on a lake framed by trees. The photographer may wish to make
the boat appear larger, which can be achieved by zooming, but the
trees and the shore go out of frame (Fig. 1b). A longer lens from
further back might satisfy both goals, but may be impossible due to
physical constraints. With varying degrees of manual effort, today’s

digital tools allow adjusting the sizes of scene objects in a plausible,
if not geometrically accurate, way [Mat21]. There are many meth-
ods that can arbitrarily adjust object sizes [AS07; CAA09; SLL19;
BSFG09; SDM19], but these methods can fail to preserve impor-
tant spatial relationships because they do not incorporate 3D scene
understanding.

We present ZoomShop, a digital image editing tool that uses
knowledge of the image’s 3D geometry to provide the specific
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a b c d

Figure 2: Venice [Sze14b]. Goal: scale up distant building while keeping the boat in the same place. (a) Original photo. (b) Zooming in
and cropping. (c) Cutting out the building, scaling it, and pasting it back in may not preserve depth structure due to lack of scene depth
understanding. Here, the building occludes side buildings and boats, and the poles in front are cut in half (marked with boxes). (d) Our result
with inpainting (manual guidance).

controls needed to edit photographic composition while maintain-
ing important image structures (Fig. 1c). With ZoomShop, users
can select image regions based on depth, adjust relative scaling of
each region, adjust foreshortening within each region, and translate
objects horizontally within regions. These controls allow users to
make high-level adjustments to the 3D structure of the image: they
can enlarge distant objects, maintain foreground framing, adjust the
foreshortening of an object to emphasize its 3D shape, and adjust
the relative sizes and positions of objects at the same depth.

Our key technical contribution is to support user editing goals
with a combination of a non-linear camera model and a depth-
aware rubber sheet warp. Our novel camera model consists of a
depth-varying scale function that is defined by a piecewise linear,
smooth, and/or discontinuous curve. Given an input image and its
depth map (either measured or estimated), ZoomShop maps the
user’s edits to our non-linear camera model and then reprojects the
scene. Then the user can select regions and translate them horizon-
tally. These translations define the objective function of our depth-
aware rubber sheet warp, which is used to warp the image for the fi-
nal result. The ZoomShop interface enables the user to select where
and how deviations from linear perspective occur to support their
size, position, and foreshortening goals, providing complete control
over the final image appearance to the user.

We demonstrate ZoomShop’s capabilities on examples, adjust-
ing scale and foreshortening while maintaining framing, and show
how it differs from other linear and non-linear imaging models. We
use off-the-shelf computer vision algorithms to infer scene depth
[RLH*20] and fill holes [Ado21; BSFG09]; we expect even better
methods to be available for these subtasks in the near future, given
the fast pace of progress in these fields. While we focus on outdoor
scenes, ZoomShop is potentially useful for any scene exhibiting a
large range of depths. We believe ZoomShop provides a useful new
way to approach photography.

2. Related Work

Many image retargeting techniques do not consider depth. Crop-
ping [SLBJ03] can make an object appear larger in the image but
cuts out peripheral content. Seam carving [ADCS19; AS07] re-

moves pixels as well but focuses on non-salient ones along an im-
age dimension. Shift maps [PKP09], cut-and-paste [STR*05], and
patch-based image editing methods [SCSI08; BSFG09; SDM19]
support arbitrary reshuffling and allow new pixels to overlay exist-
ing pixels. While these image retargeting methods are powerful,
they lack scene depth understanding and thus may not preserve
occlusion relationships, depth structure, or provide direct control
over adjusting perspective. One contribution of ZoomShop is to use
depth information for warping, as depth information is becoming
more readily available, either from consumer mobile phone cam-
eras or estimated via state-of-the-art computer vision methods.

Several previous methods specifically aim to adjust scene per-
spective. Carroll et al. [CAA09; CAA10] introduced warping-
based methods for manipulating the local perspective in an image,
creating non-linear warps of a fixed camera projection. Fried et
al. [FSGF16] show how to modify foreshortening in portraits by
fitting a virtual perspective camera and then warping the image.
Other transformation techniques [ZB95; SLL19; CAA09] mini-
mize distortions in wide-angle images by combining different per-
spectives in different regions of the image. Other works aim to cre-
ate realistic-looking panoramas through perspective deformation
[AAC*06; ZPP05; SPG10]. These methods are all constrained to
produce one-to-one mappings between the input and output images,
which means they do not support changes in occlusion relationships
between objects. This fundamentally limits their ability to deform
scenes involving both foreground and background elements, a com-
mon aspect of photographs that ZoomShop addresses.

Our method is also related to work that reprojects a single
image using depth estimation and conventional projection mod-
els [SSKH20; KMA*20]. Niklaus et al. [NMYL19] recreate “Ken
Burns” effects by translating a linear perspective camera through
a photograph’s 3D scene. These methods all utilize conventional
linear perspective camera models, which limits their results to only
geometrically accurate reprojections. ZoomShop on the other hand
uses a non-linear camera model and warp, enabling a wider class of
image transforms that better supports photographers compositional
goals, such as enlarging a distant object while keeping foreground
elements fixed.

Most closely related to ZoomShop is the work of Badki et
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(a) Linear Perspective. P is the half-width of the
image plane in world space. Znear and Zfar are
the z-values of the near and far plane, and f is
the focal length of the camera.
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(b) The original boundary B(z) is in red. Scal-
ing is equivalent to zooming in and crop-
ping (yellow). Decreasing the foreshortening
of some depth range is equivalent to using a
longer focal length and moving the camera
back (blue).
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(c) b(z) with curved, linear, continuous, and
discontinuous segments. To support discontin-
uous b(z) curves, our tool allows zi = zi+1,
Pi ̸= Pi+1. In such cases, our tool sets b(zi =
zi+1) = Pi+1.

Figure 3: Our non-linear camera model is defined by its boundary curve b(z).

al. [BGKS17], which combines multiple photographs to reproject
the scene with a piecewise linear camera. We extend their cam-
era model by including linear, curved, and discontinuous segments
in our camera model, which support different types of edits and
scenes. ZoomShop also uses a simpler workflow, relying on a sin-
gle image with a measured or estimated depth map, which enables
editing a broader range of images, such as dynamic scenes or his-
torical events.

Other techniques have been proposed for combining perspectives
from multiple cameras to create a single non-linear artistic projec-
tion [AZM00; Fou08; Sin02; CH03; ZP07; CS04; YM04a], or by
non-linear ray tracing [BSCS07; BCS*09; LG96; YM04b]. Gen-
eral purpose non-linear camera models are very powerful and can
produce a wide range of image appearances. Our camera model
is a subset of these general models, specifically designed for ease
of editing and maintaining scene spatial relationships. We also use
a depth-aware rubber sheet warp to support scene element trans-
lation. Our results could be created by a more general non-linear
camera model alone; our contribution is the alignment between
ZoomShop’s user controls and its underlying implementation.

Finally, our work is motivated in part by an intriguing observa-
tion from the perception literature: in some cases linear perspective
photographs may not capture subjective visual experience as well
as nonlinear images, particularly those that inflate the size of ob-
jects in or near the fovea [BBP14; BPR18; Rau82; KDPP16]. Al-
lowing users to resize objects in images could be useful for better
conveying scenes and describing visual experiences [Mat21].

3. Editing Photographic Composition

To motivate the design of ZoomShop, we first understand a hypo-
thetical photographer’s editing goals with the example in Figure 2.
Upon taking the photo, the photographer realizes the distant build-
ing, the Santa Maria della Salute (“Salute”), appears smaller in the
image than they would like and wishes to make it larger.

Goal 1. Make a target object appear larger or closer.

Zooming in and cropping scales the Salute but cuts out the fore-
ground boat (Fig. 2b). As composition is important to balance the
image, the photographer wishes to preserve it as in the original
photo.

Goal 2. Maintain scene element visibility.

Cutting out the Salute, resizing it, and pasting it back in (Fig. 2c)
create artifacts where the docking poles in front are cut in half and
nearby elements are occluded (depth ordering), and care must be
taken to ensure the resized Salute contacts the unedited ground
(depth continuity).

Goal 3. Maintain scene element spatial relationships.

To achieve these goals, we split the problem into two comple-
mentary sub-problems: editing objects at different depths, and edit-
ing objects at the same depth. To edit objects at different depths,
we reproject the image with a non-linear camera model that enables
depth-dependent scaling. The user can resize an object at a target
depth (Goal 1), maintain the scale (and thus visibility) of objects
at other depths (Goal 2), and ensure smooth transitions between
target regions to maintain spatial relationships (Goal 3). Since the
scale is per-depth, objects at the same depth are all scaled the same,
which may push some objects out of view. To support maintaining
visibility in this case, we apply a rubber sheet warp to the image
to translate peripheral objects back into view (Goal 2). The warp is
also depth aware, to ensure it maintains depth continuity (Goal 3).

3.1. Editing Objects at Different Depths

To edit objects at different depths, we present a novel non-linear
camera model defined by a boundary curve b(z) that supports
depth-dependent scaling.

Figure 3a shows a top-down view of a camera frustum, with the
camera at the origin. Let f be the camera focal length, (Pw,Ph) the
half-width and half-height of the image plane, and Znear and Zfar
the camera near and far planes. Linear perspective maps 3D scene
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points p = (x,y,z) to image coordinates u,v ∈ [−1,1] by

u =
f

Pwz
x, v =

f
Phz

y (1)

We allow b(z) to be any function over z ∈ [Znear,Z f ar]. Given b(z)
and the image aspect ratio λ = Ph/Pw, the mapping from a scene
point to image coordinates is

u =
x

b(z)
,v =

y
λb(z)

(2)

b(z) defines the x-boundary of the view volume (Figure 3a), while
the y-boundary is λb(z). Only points within the x- and y-boundaries
are included in the output image: Znear ≤ z ≤ Zfar, −b(z) ≤ x ≤
b(z), and −λb(z)≤ y ≤ λb(z). For all boundary curves, scenes are
rendered in reverse depth order (back to front) to maintain occlu-
sion relationships.

Note that the view volume boundary b(z) at a given depth z is in-
versely related to the scale of scene points at z in the image (Equa-
tion 2). Therefore, we can manipulate b(z) to change the size and
foreshortening of objects in the output image.

To resize an object at p = (x,y,z) by a scale factor s so (u′,v′) =
(su,sv), we set b(z) = B(z)/s, where B(z) is the input photograph’s
original camera boundary curve, B(z) = Pwz/ f . This is a linear
function, so applying b(z) uniformly scales all image points by s
and is equivalent to zooming and cropping (Fig. 3b). To resize the
foreground and background separately, we can define b(z) as a non-
linear function of depth.

We can also use b(z) to adjust scene foreshortening (change in
size over depth) by changing db(z)/dz over some range (Fig. 3b).
For example, decreasing the slope of b(z) decreases foreshortening,
compressing depth and making background objects appear closer.
This is equivalent to increasing the camera’s focal length while
pulling the camera back (as in a dolly-zoom shot). With a non-
linear b(z), we can achieve this result without moving the camera,
and we can also independently adjust the foreshortening of differ-
ent depth ranges.

Our camera model supports image formation under Equation 2
for b(z) composed of any number of segments that are straight,
curved, or discontinuous (Fig. 3c). Straight segments yield local
linear perspective, but the image regions where different straight
segments abut may have visible bending artifacts. Curved seg-
ments can be used to create smooth transitions between other seg-
ments by maintaining tangent continuity of b(z), but will not pre-
serve straight lines. Discontinuities occur when two b(z) segments
abut at different depths, creating a jump in scale in the output im-
age. Discontinuities are useful when image features (e.g. texture
or occlusions) allow hiding the transition. Choosing the correct set
of segments depends heavily on the scene and desired results, so
ZoomShop presents these options to the user.

3.2. Editing Objects at the Same Depth

Our camera model scales all points at the same depth uniformly.
While this helps maintain spatial relationships between nearby ob-
jects, it can also move peripheral objects out of the image. For ex-
ample, Figure 4 has two hills at the same depth on each side. Scal-
ing them up pushes the hills out of view (i.e., no longer contained

a b

Figure 4: Monument Valley [Sze14a]. ZoomShop scales scene
points at the same depth by the same amount. (a) Original photo.
(b) Side hills (green) are scaled up but are moved partially out of
view; disoccluded pixels are shown in cyan. To fix this, ZoomShop
includes a depth-aware image warp to translate the side hills back
into view.

by b(z)). In order to maintain their new size and keep them vis-
ible, ZoomShop includes an image warp optimization to translate
objects back into view. Our optimization is depth-aware, so pixels
that have similar depths are translated by similar amounts, while
pixels at different depths can be translated differently.

Given user-defined regions R1,R2, ...RK and a corresponding de-
sired translation T 1,T 2, ...T K for each one, we solve for a per-pixel
translation map ti, j for each pixel i, j. To reduce the search space of
ti, j , we limit the search to horizontal translations only. This is a rea-
sonable limitation because objects that are attached to the ground
should remain on the ground after translation, but it is straightfor-
ward to extend to 2D translations if needed. For a pixel at (ui,v j),
the new location is (ui + ti, j,v j).

Our goal is to smoothly propagate translations across continuous
depths. Thus, we minimize the following objective function:

min
t

λsEsmooth +Ereg (3)

subject to ti, j = T k, ∀i, j ∈ Rk, k = 1...K (4)

where the input region translations are hard constraints and λs ad-
justs how quickly translations fall off. We used λs = 105 in all of
our results.

The smoothness term encourages ti, j to vary smoothly across
pixels at the same depth:

Esmooth =
1
N ∑

i, j
[wv

i, j(ti, j+1 − ti, j)]
2 +[wh

i, j(ti+1, j − ti, j)]
2 (5)

where N = 2WH −W −H is the total number of pairs of neighbor-
ing pixels for image width W and height H.

The smoothness weights are reduced at depth discontinuities:

wv
i, j = αvσ(|zi, j+1 − zi, j|) = αv

1
1+ eβ(|zi, j+1−zi, j|−γ)

(6)

wh
i, j = αhσ(|zi+1, j − zi, j|) = αh

1
1+ eβ(|zi+1, j−zi, j|−γ)

(7)

αv and αh adjust the relative penalty between vertically and hori-
zontally adjacent pixels. To avoid shearing of objects resting on the
ground, we penalize translation differences across vertical pixels
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more than horizontal pixels. We use αv = 5,αh = 1 for all results.
The sigmoid function σ selects the range of depth differences where
the energy term is nonzero. We empirically found that β = 104,
γ = 10−4 works well.

We additionally include a regularization term:

Ereg =
1

WH ∑
i, j

t2
i, j (8)

This encourages the optimization to find the smallest deformation
that satisfies the user’s input.

4. The ZoomShop Application

ZoomShop implements our non-linear camera model and depth-
aware rubber sheet warp as the basis for editing an image. The full
workflow requires ingesting input images, representing boundary
curves, the user interface, and rendering the final result.

4.1. Input Geometry

We begin with an input RGB image, and generate a non-metric dis-
parity map from MiDaS [RLH*20; SSKH20]. We manually clean
up any obvious errors using Adobe Photoshop 2021 [Ado21], con-
vert it to a non-metric depth map, and then use it as the depth of
a per-pixel triangle mesh as our 3D scene. For each pixel disparity
d ∈ [0,1], we compute depth z(d) = 1

d+0.1 , and we set the input
camera’s vertical field of view to θv = 55◦. While this does not
produce a geometrically accurate scene, it preserves relative depth
ordering and is sufficient for our needs.

4.2. Boundary Curve Representation

The original boundary curve of the image is B(z) = Pwz
f and the

new boundary curve after user edits is b(z). We represent b(z) as
a series of control points (zi,Pi), i = 1...N (Fig. 3c). z1:N is a list
of depths in increasing order, and P1:N are the boundary positions
at those depths. These control points are interpolated with linear
and cubic segments to form the b(z) curve. Discontinuities are sup-
ported by consecutive control points sharing the same z value. Ini-
tially, there are only two control points z1:2 = {Znear,Z f ar} and
P1:2 = {B(Znear),B(Z f ar)} that define the original boundary. As
the user edits the image, ZoomShop updates the control points and
reprojects the image in real-time.

4.3. User Controls

ZoomShop presents a set of controls to edit the image appearance,
which are used to construct the boundary curve and rubber sheet
warp.

First, the user selects a depth range by clicking on a target ob-
ject to edit. ZoomShop creates a new linear boundary curve seg-
ment at the target object depth with two control points zi,zi+1.
All image pixels within the depth range are highlighted, and the
user may refine the selection further by adjusting the start and end
depths. The boundary positions for the segment are initialized to
Pi = b(zi) and Pi+1 = b(zi+1).

After selecting an image region, the user may adjust its scale,
which changes Pi,Pi+1 while keeping zi, zi+1 fixed. For a scale
value s, P′

i = B(zi)/s and P′
i+1 = P′

i +(Pi+1 −Pi), which preserves
the slope of the linear segment.

The user may also adjust the foreshortening of the selected re-
gion, which controls how image size changes over depth. This is
akin to changing the camera focal length, a commonly used photo-
graphic technique to compress or emphasize the depth of an image.
The user adjusts the foreshortening of a region by changing the
scale at the back Pi+1 while fixing the scale at the front Pi, which
changes the slope of the boundary curve segment. Fixing Pi ensures
the image size does not change, allowing foreshortening and scale
to be adjusted independently.

Each image region the user adjusts corresponds to a linear seg-
ment in the boundary curve. In between those segments, the user
can select the interpolants that complete the curve. By default,
ZoomShop uses a cubic interpolant to ensure the boundary curve
has smooth tangents so there are no abrupt changes in scale in
the output image, but this may result in straight lines in the image
becoming curved. Alternately, the user can select linear interpola-
tion, which yields a piecewise linear boundary curve that preserves
straight lines within regions, but may have visible bending artifacts
at region transitions.

After editing an image, the user may find that some scaled ob-
jects have moved to undesirable locations (e.g. out of the image),
so they can translate the objects to better positions. The user se-
lects one or more 2D rectangles and moves them horizontally to the
target locations, which become the hard constraints of our depth-
aware rubber sheet warp.

4.4. Translation Map

ZoomShop generates the per-pixel translation map from the user’s
edits by optimizing the constrained objective of the depth-aware
rubber sheet warp. To save computation time, ZoomShop scales the
image down to the same size as its depth map, computes a per-pixel
translation map on the scaled-down image, and then upsamples the
output translation map back to the original image size. ZoomShop
uses PyTorch’s L-BFGS optimizer, which can take 2–10 minutes to
complete, depending on the size of the depth map.

The optimization relies on computing the change in depth for
each pixel among its neighborhood, which requires depth values to
be available at every pixel. However after reprojecting the image
using our camera model, there are disoccluded regions that have
no depth information. Therefore, while translation rectangles are
visualized on both the input and scaled images, users mark and
adjust the rectangles on the input image, and the translation map is
also computed on the original image.

4.5. Image Synthesis

To synthesize the final image, ZoomShop first applies the trans-
lation map (if any) by displacing the input mesh vertices. Then
ZoomShop applies a per-depth scale factor to the scene based on
the new b(z). Each vertex at depth z is scaled about the image cen-
ter by B(z)/b(z). When rendering the output image, we identify and
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(a) Step 1: Enlarge the statue (blue
rectangle). Selecting the depth range
adds a linear segment (bold red). In-
creasing the scale of the selection
moves the bold red segment to the
bold green segment. The slope re-
mains the same, which preserves the
foreshortening of the statue.

x

z

(b) Step 2: Expand depth of the steps
(light blue rectangle). Selecting the
depth range adds another another lin-
ear segment (bold red). Increasing the
foreshortening changes the slope of
the bold red segment to the bold green
segment.

x

z

(c) Step 3: Toggle between smooth
and linear interpolants. The smooth
mode uses a cubic interpolant to con-
nect the linear segments (dotted ma-
genta). The linear mode uses linear
segments (solid gray).

x

z

(d) Step 4: Translate pillars (blue cir-
cles) into view. Enlarging the statue
(blue rectangle) caused the two pil-
lars to move out of frame (i.e., no
longer contained by the boundary
curve). The image warp optimization
moves them back into view.

Figure 5: Example user workflow. Top-down layout of a statue (blue rectangle) flanked by pillars (blue circles) on a platform (purple region),
with steps (light blue) leading up to it.

a b c d

Figure 6: Lighthouse [Miš11]. Goal: enlarge lighthouse while keeping compositional element of the foreground ridge. (a) Original photo.
(b) Zooming in and cropping. (c) Our result. (d) Our result with inpainting (automatic).

remove disoccluded, stretched, and sheared pixels; these are shown
as cyan in our results.

To fill in the removed pixels, we use Photoshop’s Content-Aware
Fill (CAF) [Ado21; BSFG09]. For some results, the fully automatic
CAF works well, but for other results, it was necessary to manually
specify regions for CAF to sample from when inpainting. In those
cases, we show both automatically and manually inpainted results
side-by-side. The final image quality depends on the inpainting,
which is an active area of research [LRS*18; YLY*19] that we ex-
pect to continue to improve rapidly.

4.6. Example Workflow

We give an example of a hypothetical user workflow in Figure 5,
which shows a top-down illustrated layout of a statue (blue rectan-
gle) flanked by pillars (blue circles) on a platform (purple region),

with steps (light blue) leading up to it. Upon taking the photo, the
user realizes the statue appears too small and wants to enlarge it. So
they first select a depth range that contains the statue and increase
its scale (Fig. 5a). After scaling the statue, the user realizes the fore-
ground steps appear too short and wants to expand their depth. So
they select a depth range containing the steps and increase its fore-
shortening (Fig. 5b). After modifying these two depth ranges, the
user toggles between the smooth and linear interpolants (Fig. 5c),
and finds that linear interpolation creates a noticeable bend in be-
tween the steps and the platform, while the platform does not con-
tain visually important straight lines. Therefore, they select smooth
interpolation. Finally, the user finds that the pillars next to the statue
have been moved out of the image, so they select the pillars and
translate them back into view (Fig. 5d).
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a b c d

Figure 7: Eiffel Tower [Mar12]. Goal: enlarge the Eiffel Tower while keeping the Gargoyle visible. (a) Original photo. (b) Zooming in and
cropping. (c) Our result. (d) Our result with inpainting (top: automatic; bottom: manual guidance). We break the scene up into three depth
ranges; the gargoyle, the intermediate buildings, and the Eiffel Tower. The intermediate depth range maintains linear perspective for the
buildings, and we place the discontinuity between the far two depth ranges in a highly textured region for easier inpainting.

a b c d

Figure 8: Seal Rocks. Goal: enlarge Seal Rocks (background) while keeping Cliff House (foreground, left) in view. (a) Original photo. (b)
Zooming in and cropping. (c) Our result. (d) Our result with inpainting (automatic).

a b c d

Figure 9: Versailles [Mis]. Goal: enlarge the Versailles palace while keeping the fountain fixed. a) Original photo. (b) Zoom in and crop.
(c) Our result. (d) Our result with inpainting (top: automatic; bottom: with manual guidance). We use a linear interpolant and select depth
ranges that border the start and end of the lawn. This hides bending artifacts where the perspective changes.
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a b c d

Figure 10: The Vessel. Goal: expand depth of the steps leading up to the Vessel. (a) Original photo. (b) Zooming out and cropping. (c) Our
result. (d) Our result with inpainting (left: automatic; right: with manual guidance).

a b c d

Figure 11: Biker Bridge. Goal: compress the depth of the bridge to better match our memory. (a) Original photo. (b) Zooming in and
cropping. (c) Our result. (d) Our result with inpainting (top: automatic; bottom: with manual guidance).

da b c

Figure 12: Buddha. Goal: enlarge the Buddha statue while keeping the left tower in view. Magenta and blue rectangles mark the input to our
translation optimization. (a) Original photo. (b) Scaled up Buddha statue. (c) Our result (top: translation map). (d) Our result with inpainting
(top: automatic; bottom: with manual guidance).
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da b c

Figure 13: Monument Valley [Sze14a]. Goal: enlarge the hills, keeping all three fully visible. Magenta and blue rectangles mark the input
to our translation optimization (each pair of rectangles has the same size; magenta overlays blue rectangles). (a) Original photo. (b) Scaled
up hills. (c) Our result (top: translation map). (d) Our result with inpainting (top: automatic; bottom: with manual guidance).

a b

Figure 14: Lighthouse [Miš11]. Two depth ranges are connected
by (a) a curved (cubic Bézier) segment; (b) a linear segment. A
linear segment yields an artifact at the far boundary of the yellow
depth range, where the road bends suddenly (red boxes). A cubic
segment smoothly varies the transition and avoids the artifact.

5. Results

We used ZoomShop to edit a variety of images with different com-
position goals. For each result, we show the original photo, the
zoomed-and-cropped baseline, our modified image after applying
a nonlinear b(z), and inpainted final results. In cases where man-
ually guided inpainting is necessary, we show both automatic and
manual results side-by-side. We also show the view boundary used
for each camera model (shown as top-down diagrams).

Our results are 2536 pixels wide and depth maps are 640 to 2048
pixels wide, with heights determined by aspect ratio. Manual clean-
up of estimated disparity maps (by a novice user) takes 5 minutes
to 3 hours. Scale and foreshortening edits are real-time with im-
mediate feedback. The optimization for object translation takes 2
to 10 minutes. Inpainting with manual guidance takes 5 minutes
to 1 hour. Although some manual effort is necessary, we focus on
ZoomShop’s core contribution of editing composition and rely on
the rapidly advancing research for depth estimation and inpainting.

First, we focus on results where we adjust scaling. Figure 1

a b

Figure 15: Versailles [Mis]. Two depth ranges are connected by
(a) a curved (cubic Bézier) segment; (b) a linear segment. A curved
segment does not preserve the straight lines of the lawn, creating
a visible artifact (red circles). A linear segment preserves straight
lines but can introduce a bend artifact. The artifact is hidden here
because the segment boundaries are at the start and end of the
lawn.

shows enlarging a boat while keeping foreground trees to maintain
framing. Similarly, Figures 2 and 6 create balance by making im-
portant background objects (building, lighthouse) more prominent
relative to less important foreground objects (boat, ridge). In Fig-
ures 7 and 8, the foreground objects establish the context of where
each photo was taken from so these elements are preserved while
making the primary subjects larger. In Figure 9 the background
building is really much larger than the foreground fountain, so it
is emphasized by enlarging it.

Next we adjust foreshortening. The structure in Figure 10 is di-
minished and the foreshortening of the stairs increased, expanding
their depth, to create a more dramatic appearance. Conversely, in
Figure 11, the foreshortening of the bridge is decreased, compress-
ing its depth and making the scene feel closer.

Finally, we use translation to maintain visibility of important ob-
jects. In Figure 12 enlarging the statue pushes the tower out of the
image, so it is smoothly translated with the connected wall back
into view to restore framing. Multiple objects can also be trans-
lated, as in Figure 13, where two of the three hills get scaled out
of the frame, and are both moved back towards the center with the
ground in front smoothly varying.

We use smooth interpolation for all results except for Figure 9,
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a

b

Figure 16: Tourism [Ing; hre]. (a) Goal: enlarge Big Buddha. (b)
Goal: enlarge the Eiffel Tower. Left column: original photos. Right
column: output images inpainted with manual guidance.

where smooth interpolation causes the lawn in front of the building
to curve. In that case, we use linear interpolation and select depth
ranges that border the start and end of the lawn to hide the perspec-
tive changes. Figures 14 and 15 give further examples of the impact
of smooth vs. linear interpolation. Figure 16 shows other examples
of tourism.

5.1. Comparisons to Alternatives

Scaling with ZoomShop’s camera model is different from naively
dividing the scene up into multiple depths and scaling each depth
independently (Figure 17). Naively scaling scene elements can eas-
ily break depth continuity, whereas ZoomShop’s camera model au-
tomatically accounts for it (unless the user intentionally chooses
to break depth continuity by opting for a piecewise discontinuous
model).

Niklaus et al. [NMYL19] create animations from an image by
reconstructing the 3D scene and moving the camera through the
scene. While their method also incorporates depth, their camera
model uses linear perspective and thus cannot be used to scale fore-
ground and background elements differently (Fig. 18). Since their
goal is to add parallax in their animations, as opposed to photo-
graphic composition editing, they do not provide controls for ad-
justing object size, foreshortening, or position.

While our camera model is inspired by Computational
Zoom [BGKS17], our model is more general and supports addi-
tional features that are significant to our results. First, ZoomShop
supports non-monotonic boundary curves, i.e., segments of b(z)
with negative slope, which enables resizing background objects
more dramatically (Fig. 19). Second, ZoomShop supports smooth
interpolation of the boundary curve, which can be used to re-
duce visual artifacts in certain types of scenes (Fig. 14). Third,
ZoomShop supports discontinuous boundary curves, which enables
adjacent depths to be scaled very differently for greater artistic con-
trol (Fig. 7). Finally, ZoomShop can operate on a single image and
depth map, whereas Computational Zoom requires acquiring mul-
tiple images to reconstruct the 3D scene, which would not be pos-

da

b

Original c

Naive Scaling

Naive Scaling
+ vertical shift ZoomShop

Figure 17: Biker bridge. Comparison with naively scaling depths
independently. (a) Original photo. (b) Naively scaling the church
breaks depth continuity and causes the church to become detached
from the ground. (c) Users must take care to vertically shift the
scaled region to reconnect to the ground. As shown in the hori-
zontal (purple) and vertical (blue) scale maps, this naive approach
only uniformly scales pixels of the church. (d) ZoomShop’s cam-
era model automatically accounts for depth continuity and pre-
vents the church from detaching from the ground. As shown in the
scale maps, ZoomShop scales the pixels of the ground in front of
the church as well, to provide a smooth transition of scale across
depth.

a b

Figure 18: Eiffel Tower [Mar12]. This result from Niklaus et
al. [NMYL19] moves a virtual camera through the 3D scene creat-
ing a short animation. (a) The start of the animation. (b) The end
of the animation. Because the camera uses linear perspective, it
cannot enlarge the Eiffel Tower while keeping the gargoyle in view.
Moving the camera forward makes the tower bigger but cuts out
the gargoyle.
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a b

Figure 19: Seal Rocks. Comparison with Computational
Zoom [BGKS17]. (a) ZoomShop’s camera model supports
non-monotonic boundary curves with negative slope segments,
such as on the water between the yellow and green regions, which
allows greater changes in scale. (b) Computational Zoom does not
support negative slopes, limiting how large we can scale up Seal
Rocks while keeping the Cliff House in place.

sible in may of our results due to physical constraints (Fig. 2) and
scene motion (Fig. 11).

5.2. User Impressions

We asked two novice users to try out ZoomShop and give us feed-
back. Each user adjusted two images; one provided by us (Figure
6) and one they provided themselves. Before adjusting the images,
they first stated their editing goals. Both users chose to enlarge
some distant object while keeping some foreground elements fixed
or reducing their size. In their feedback, both users claimed they
achieved their photo editing goals and liked their results, except for
artifacts due to depth estimation issues, and assuming that the re-
moved pixels (in cyan) will be inpainted well. One user commented
that they often wished to achieve similar edits in their photographs
and claimed that ZoomShop was “fun to play with,” “really cool,”
“useful and easy to make a depth composite image,” “much eas-
ier than Photoshop.” Due to unfamiliarity with the controls, both
users had minor hiccups when adjusting images but were able to
achieve their goals after 1-3 attempts. One user gave some sugges-
tions on using different keyboard mappings for the controls, but
both claimed that the controls were “intuitive.”

6. Discussion

For most of the results, it was necessary to manually clean up
the disparity maps from MiDaS [RLH*20; SSKH20] before using
them as input to ZoomShop. Disparity values are inversely related
to depth; for simplicity, we discuss our corrections in terms of depth
instead of disparity. We include some examples before and after
correction in Figure 20.

While metric-accurate depth is not necessary for ZoomShop to
generate acceptable results, scene elements do need to have cor-
rect depth ordering. When two depths are scaled in different rel-
ative amounts under a new b(z), any relative errors between the

two depths become more pronounced after scaling and can lead to
jarring inaccuracies in the scaled 3D scene. Example distortions in-
clude altered object borders (Figure 20a), stretched objects (Figure
20b), and wrong occlusions (Figure 20c).

To fix these errors, we manually masked objects with incorrect
depth ordering (e.g., gargoyle) using a combination of Photoshop’s
Lasso Tool and color range selection [Ado21]. We then added a fill
layer with the correct color for the masked region (e.g., fill entire
gargoyle with the same color as the ledge it rests on). Because this
process is time-consuming, the total time to make manual correc-
tions depends on scene complexity (i.e., more regions to mask) and
image resolution (i.e., mask boundaries need to be more accurate,
and object outlines need to be more crisp).

For high-quality results, monocular depth estimation needs to
produce correct depth ordering among scene elements, correct
relative depth inside individual scene elements, and align depth
boundaries with object edges. For photographs with humans, depth
boundaries need to correctly align with the person’s outline and
may face more difficulty capturing fine hair. To avoid distortions
of 3D face shapes, users can select the person inside a single depth
range when making edits.

As mentioned in Section 4.5, Photoshop’s CAF [Ado21;
BSFG09] has limitations when automatically inpainting removed
pixels. In general, CAF automatic inpainting works well for im-
ages whose missing pixels are only textured regions, but regions
with more scene structure (e.g., the horizon, object boundaries) of-
ten require manually specifying regions for CAF to sample from
(Figure 21) . For high-quality results, automatic inpainting should
respect high-level scene structures in addition to extending textured
regions.

Despite current limitations in depth estimation and inpaint-
ing, the extraordinarily rapid pace of recent progress [RLH*20;
SSKH20; MDM*21; WLS*21; JPY21; LSS*21; JCS*21; SPR21;
LWH*21; ZBSA21; ZLLP21; MZH*21] suggest these areas will
improve in the coming years. Our goal is to provide new, useful
ways to edit photographs given these techniques.

7. Limitations and Future Work

Our non-linear camera model constrains all scene points at the
same depth slice to scale by the same amount. While our optimiza-
tion for object translation makes a step towards non-uniform scal-
ing of scene points at the same depth, future work can investigate
ways to make this feature more interactive and/or find other types
of user control to non-uniformly scale depth. This could be useful
if multiple objects are at the same depth, but the user would like to
make some of them larger and more prominent than others.

ZoomShop does not automatically preserve straight lines in the
image. Users can select depth ranges in regions where they want
linear perspective (where straight lines are preserved) or use a lin-
ear interpolant. Future work could find ways to automatically pre-
serve straight lines, regardless of the boundary curve.

ZoomShop lets users choose how to break up a scene by select-
ing depth ranges, how to piece the modified regions together using
interpolants, and whether or not to break depth continuity in turn
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a b c

Figure 20: Correction of Depth Estimation Errors (left: before correction. right: after correction). (a) Blurry edges in Eiffel Tower [Mar12].
Before correction, inaccurate depth estimation along the gargoyle’s borders leads to depth bleeding in the 3D scene (top, left) and causes
its borders to change after scaling (bottom, left). After correcting the depth inside the gargoyle, the gargoyle’s outline is preserved (bottom,
right). (b) Incorrect depth within scene elements in Versailles [Mis]. Before correction, the tourists received the same depth as the receding
ground and became significantly distorted after scaling (bottom, left). After correction, the tourists remain vertical on the ground (bottom,
right). (c) Missed fine features in Mountain Lake Trees [Tha16]. The sky region between the leaves received the same depth as the leaves
(top, left); after scaling, the sky incorrectly occludes the mountains (bottom, left). Fixing the depth of the sky between the leaves preserves
depth order after scaling (bottom, right).

b

a

Figure 21: Inpainting: automatic (left) vs. manually guided (right).
(a) Venice [Sze14b]. Automatic inpainting pasted some water tex-
ture where the sky should be. (b) Biker bridge. Automatic inpainting
caused objects to “bleed” pixels beyond their boundaries. In both
of these examples, we fixed these issues by manually specifying re-
gions for CAF to sample from (e.g., sky).

for greater changes in scale. While these features give users lots of
flexibility to achieve a wide range of compositions, future work can
investigate ways to automatically determine salient depth ranges
and recommend boundary curves to the user.

8. Conclusion

We have presented ZoomShop, a photographic composition edit-
ing tool for manipulating the relative sizes, foreshortening, and po-
sitions of scene elements. ZoomShop includes a non-linear cam-

era model parameterized by the view boundary curve and a depth-
aware image warp optimization to support object translation. These
techniques enable a straightforward set of interactions for users to
edit images by adjusting the appearance of objects without hav-
ing to understand 3D scenes or camera models. We believe that
ZoomShop increases the ways in which photographers can easily
manipulate photographs to improve their expressiveness and better
match their artistic intent.
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